MSUNDUZI ASSOCIATION OF RESIDENTS AND RATEPAYERS (MARR)
Minutes of the meeting held on the 6 May 2020 to discuss and adopt the MARR
constitution held via Zoom at 10am, Pietermaritzburg
Present: Anthony Waldhausen (AW), Kantha Naidoo (KN), Jacyn Fanner (JF), Deirdre
Bedingfield (DB), Edith Elliott (EE), Pat Luckin (PL)
Apologies: Wendy McLuckie (WM) and Rowan White (RW)
Peter Green (PG) did try to access the meeting but due to the time limit he was not able to
join the meeting. The meeting was interrupted due to the time limit and was rescheduled a few
minutes thereafter.
1. AW was requested to chair the meeting.
2. Welcome – AW welcomed all and we all had an opportunity to check-in on how we all
coping with the lockdown.
3. Due to the time limit of the free Zoom plan that only allows us 30 minutes per meeting
it was agreed to go through the constitution from feedback from members. Feedback
was given by AW, KN, DB, EE and PG on amendments and comments to the
constitution.
4. AW asked about the name change and it was decided to include the name change but
will add formerly MARR after the new name in brackets.
5. PL went through the track changes and discussions were held on some of the clauses
for clarity and amendments.
6. Due to the time limit on Zoom it was decided that PL will make all the necessary
changes from the meeting and assisted by DB on one section of the constitution. The
final draft will be made by Friday 8 May 2020. It will also include PG comments as well.
7. The constitution was adopted by all at the meeting and supported by WM and RW who
indicated their support of the constitution prior to the meeting via email and WhatsApp.
8. It was agreed to also nominate and elect office bearers as follows:





Chairperson – Anthony Waldhausen was nominated by PL and seconded by DB
Deputy Chairperson – Jacyn Fanner was nominated by DB and seconded by AW
Secretary – Pat Luckin was nominated by JF and seconded by DB
Treasurer – AW suggested Nareshnie Maharaj who is an experienced finance person
for this position and will contact her to nominate her. She has also been involved in
starting the process of establishing a RRA in the northern areas.
Once the final constitution is circulated for the checking AW will sign the constitution
and to include two witnesses.

9. Once the lockdown id over we will resume the process of establishing the RRA
throughout PMB.
The meeting closed at 12h15

